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COACHBIKE

™

MODEL # FMEX81820

CARDIO COACHBIKE™
The most interactive machine on the market, the Freemotion CoachBike™ transports cyclists to breathtaking
locations around the globe. Top instructors motivate and inspire the rider to push themselves a little harder, helping
to better maximize their output. An innovative and inspiring machine, the CoachBike™ reimagines the way we view
workouts, giving each user their own unique and personal training experience.

COACHBIKE™
PRODUCT FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

INTERACTIVE AND ENGAGING WORKOUT EXPERIENCE
A stunning 22-inch high-definition display delivers a near-endless library of iFit coaching sessions
lead by more than 100 top trainers who motivate and inspire riders to continually push themselves.
With Google Maps™, users may also create an endless supply of real-time, interactive routes.

Programs

Expansive iFit Library
New Programs Added Daily

Google Maps™

Enabled

Tilting Display

22-inch (55.8 cm)
HD Touchscreen

Decline/Incline

-10% to 20%

Workout Fan

AutoBreeze™ Fan

Accessories Holder(s)

Accessories Tray
Dual Water Bottle Holders

Dual-Sided Pedals

Toe Strap and SPD
(Shimano Pedaling Dynamics)

Bandwidth

10 Mbps

Frame

Lightweight Aluminum Frame

Drive System

Gates Carbon GT Belt Drive
System

Resistance System

Eddy Current
Magnetic Resistance

Weight Capacity

350 lbs (159 kg)

Power Requirements

AC Plug-in (120/240V)

Product Dimensions
(LxWxH)

57 x 24 x 63 in
(144.8 x 61 x 160 cm)

Product Weight

168 lbs

Shipping Dimensions
(LxWxH)

48.5 x 17.1 x 38
(123.2 x 43.4 x 96.5 cm)

Shipping Weight

200 lbs

AUTO-ADJUSTING
The interactive training experience leads users up 20% inclines and down 10% declines as the
program automatically controls the bike’s resistance, incline, and decline.
OUTDOOR-BIKE FEEL
With the combination of a 5:1 gear ratio and a perimeter-weighted flywheel, versatile handlebars,
dual-sided pedals (SPD and toe strap), and an ergonomic resistance shifting system that auto-adjusts
to virtual terrain changes, the CoachBike™ delivers a realistic, outdoor-bike feel.
AUTOBREEZE™ WORKOUT FAN
Riders stay cool throughout their workout with a conveniently-located 3-Speed Fan or select the
AutoBreeze™ feature to enjoy a variable flow that responds to their cycling pace.
PERSONAL FIT
The simple adjustment knobs quickly provide many different saddle and handlebar combinations to fit
every body type, ensuring each user receives a personal riding experience.
GATES CARBON DRIVE™ SYSTEM
This maintenance-free carbon drive system delivers the same quiet, smooth ride that a belt drive
provides, with the strength and efficiency of a chain.
EASE OF MAINTENANCE
One of the most maintenance-friendly bikes on the market, the magnetic resistance system, carbon
belt, rust-resistant aluminum frames, and hidden stainless steel hardware make it easy to clean and
maintain without the need for replacement parts.
WARRANTY | NORTH AMERICA
7-Year Frame | 5-Year Belt | 2-Year Parts (Mechanical & Electronic) & Console | 1-Year Labor | 6-Month Wear Items
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